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Calibrating mitochondrial rates in

marine invertebrates

Rates of mitochondrial evolution vary among invert-

ebrate lineages (Thomas et al. 2006). It also appears

that estimates of mitochondrial substitution rates

in invertebrates are time dependent, with higher rates

being estimated in studies of short timescales

(Papadopoulou et al. 2010; Ho et al. 2011). Reliable

quantification of this pattern has been elusive, mainly

because of the difficulty in identifying accurate sources

of information for calibrating the molecular clock.

Calibrating estimates of mitochondrial rates on

short timescales is a problem besetting many studies

in this field. Most researchers rely on information

from the fossil record or attempt to correlate the

divergence of populations or species with dated

biogeographic events. For example, Papadopoulou

et al. (2010) used a calibration based on the formation

of the mid-Aegean trench. By assuming that this

geological event led to divergences between lineages

of beetles, the authors were able to estimate rates

of mitochondrial evolution.

In a recent study of marine invertebrates,

Crandall et al. (2012) have taken a different approach

to estimating mitochondrial substitution rates.

They modelled the increase of available habitat

and associated this with estimated population expan-

sion. The authors estimated that a 12-fold increase

in population size occurred between 14.6 and

19.6 thousand years ago on the Sunda Shelf, south-

east Asia.

Estimates of substitution rates in the mitochon-

drial CO1 gene ranged from 2.3 £ 1028 to 8.9 £ 1028

substitutions/site/year, depending on the species and

on the date assumed for the Sunda Shelf calibration.

This is considerably higher than the ‘standard’

arthropod rate of 1.15 £ 1028 substitutions/site/year

(Brower 1994) that is widely cited in studies of

invertebrates.

As with most studies of mitochondrial evolution

over short timescales, there is considerable uncer-

tainty in the rate estimates. The trend observed

by Crandall et al. (2012) relies on a relatively small

number of data points. By identifying reliable

calibrations for recent evolutionary timeframes, we

will be able to quantify rate variation in invertebrates

and other taxa. This will shed light on the magnitude

and causes of time-dependent rates.
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Untangling the evolutionary processes

that shape plant mitochondrial genomes

Plant and animal mitochondrial genomes are starkly

different, and a recent study in the model plant

Arabidopsis sheds new light on how these differences

might have evolved. In animals, mitochondrial

genomes are compact, non-recombining, structurally

conserved and have high substitution rates. In plants,

on the other hand, mitochondrial genomes vary

dramatically in size, recombine frequently, show little

structural conservation among species and have

remarkably low substitution rates. Quite why these

differences exist has puzzled even the most prominent

thinkers on genome evolution (Lynch 2007), but a

new study might have an important part of the answer.

Plant mitochondrial genomes frequently experience

harmful DNA lesions known as double-strand breaks

(DSBs). To repair DSBs, plants often use a process

known as homologous recombination, which involves

using an intact copy of the genome to repair the

damaged copy, after matching up the two copies based

on sequence similarity (Maréchal and Brisson 2010).

However, plant mitochondria tend to be rich in

repeated sequences. These can masquerade as

homologous genome regions and mislead homologous

recombination with potentially disastrous conse-

quences. To cope with this, plants have evolved

elaborate surveillance mechanisms to regulate hom-

ologous recombination in their mitochondrial gen-

omes (Maréchal and Brisson 2010).

Davila et al. (2011) studied mitochondrial recom-

bination using a mutant strain of Arabidopsis thaliana

with a defective mitochondrial surveillance system. As

expected, these plants had an elevated rate of

homologous recombination among repeat sequences,

and the researchers analysed these sequences to gain a

better understanding of the underlying mechanics of

homologous recombination. Davila et al. observed

that during recombination between non-identical

repeat sequences, nucleotide mismatches between

repeats were eliminated by mismatch repair – a

process known as gene conversion. Furthermore, a

detailed analysis of the mitochondrial genomes of

three different ecotypes suggested that a great deal of

the observed variation in these genomes could be

attributed to the repair of DSBs. Finally, Davilia et al.

assembled and compared mitochondrial sequences

from 72 natural Arabidopsis ecotypes.What they found

was striking. First, patterns of nucleotide diversity

corresponded very strongly with patterns of genome

rearrangement among ecotypes, exactly as expected if

DSB repair is central to plant mitochondrial genome

evolution. Second, the repeat regions that underwent

the most DSB repair also had the lowest levels of

observed polymorphism, highlighting the importance

of gene conversion in homogenising sequences.

The upshot of all of this is that DSB repair seems to

be a major player in plant mitochondrial genome

evolution. But what does this have to do with the

difference between animal and plant mitochondria? As

it turns out, it might be the missing piece of the long-

studied puzzle (Galtier 2011). First, DSB repair is a

potent source of genome rearrangement, because it

often involves recombination between repeat regions

within the mitochondrial genome. So, the prevalence

of DSB repair in plants might explain why the

structure of plant mitochondrial genomes evolves

more quickly than that of animals. Second, Davila

et al. showed that DSB repair involves gene conversion

in the plant mitochondrial genome. Gene conversion

tends to eliminate new point mutations, and so DSB

repair might explain why the substitution rate of plant

mitochondrial genomes is so much lower than that of

animals. Further evidence for these hypotheses comes

from a striking natural experiment – the mitochon-

drial genomes of corals and sponges contain mito-

chondrial recombination surveillance genes similar to

those in plants (Abdelnoor et al. 2006), and like plants

they also have notably low substitution rates (Hellberg

2006). This is unlikely to be mere coincidence, and

has the satisfying feeling of pieces of the evolutionary

puzzle falling neatly into place.
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